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Honoring legacies
"I am a woman who camefrom
the cottonfields of the South.
From there I was promoted to the
washtub. From there I was promoted to the cook kitchen. And
from there Ipromoted myself intt
the business of manufacturing
hair goods andpreparations....!
have built my ownfactory on my
own ground"
-Madame C.J. Walker

Mozelle
Weston

The Exclusive

By Patrice Withers
Staff Writer

Moselle Weston, senior associate director of

admissions at N.C. A&T was recently
appointed by Gov. Mike Easley to serve as a
member of the N.C. Martin Luther King
Jr.
Commission. She received a B A. degree in

business administrationfrom Voorhees College
and MA. degree in human resources managemerit/counselingjrom A&T.
Weston provides a diverse background with
numerous affiliations such as Guilford County
Parents and Teachers Association, Hospice
of
Greensboro, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Inc., and Scouts of America. Weston has vol-

"Howfaryou go in life
depends onyour being tender

with the young, compassionate
with the aged, sympathetic with
the striving, and tolerant the
of
weak and the strong. Because
someday in lifeyou will have
been all of these."

untarily accepted theposition to serve as a
member of the commission.

Q: How were you appointed by Gov.
Easley to serve as a member of the N.C.
Martin Luther King Commission?
A: I worked with a major elected official campaign and met persons all over
the state. Also, I submitted a resume to
the governor's office indicating my
interest in several commissions such as
human rights, human relations and children advocacy. Once there was a vacancy I was asked if I was willing to serve

on the commission and at this point this
fits in with my schedule.

Q: When were you notified to serve
on the commission and how
did you feel

when the governor chose you?
A: I received a call from the governor's office at the first of the year and I
was very excited and honored. I submitted my resume last summer and when I
got the message I was shocked to hear
from the governor's office. This commission will last from 2004-2007.

He invented a gas mask, patented in 1914, that was used
toprotect soldiersfrom chlorinefumes during
World War I. He also received apatent in 1923fora
traffic signal thatfeatured automated STOP and GO signs,
which was later replaced by
traffic lights.

-George Washington
Carver

-Garrett Augustus Morgan

Photos coutesy of
www.blackinventor.com
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Departn-ent has
By

Karina

are honoring 8,ack History Month in
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Online Editor/Staff Writer

feels that it is important to give
recognition to black inventors.

Throughout February, the Graphic
"The display acknowledges black
Communications Systems and inventors that might not otherwise
Technological Studies Department be acknowledged," said
Childress.
is holding a graphic art
display
"Inventors such as Garret Morgan,
focusing on black inventors in Price who invented the
stoplight and
Hall.
Landrow Bell, who invented the
The display acknowledges black smoke stack are
well-known, but
inventors such as Garrett Morgan, very few people know
about Philip
Thomas Steward, Landrow Bell,' Downing, who invented
the
Joseph Winters, Philip Downing,' box, and Sarah Boone, who letter
Judy Reed, Sarah Boone, Lewis' ed the ironing board. We inventwant to
Latimer and Joseph Nicholos.
inform the community of the things
Vincent Childress, associate pro- that African-Americans have
done
fessor in technology education, in this country with
technology that

are usually not

discussed," added
Childress.
The display is the result of
research performed on different
African-American
inventors
throughout the previous semester.
It offers a drawing of the innovative
inventions and giving a comparison
on their appearance then and now.

Students who participated in the
display did research on the inventor,
as well as, writing about the them
and drawing diagrams of their
inventions.
The display also offers written
Please see DISPLAY, Page 3

Biology to host annual Life,
Physical Sciences
. _ Research Symposium

Q: What is the purpose of the commission?
A: To provide assistance and advice to
local governments and private organizations with respect to the observance of
the Martin Luther King holiday and
1VT
. —
By Najla
Lisa Norwood
year-round activities regarding the phiRegister Contributor
losophy of Dr. King. Additionally, we
On Feb. 26, the N.C. A&T biology
will review small grant proposals. We
department will sponsor its Ninth
grant small grants ranging from $500$2,500 to agencies that support King's Annual Life and Physical Sciences
philosophy as long as they can prove Research Symposium.
The symposium provides opportunihow they can improve the community
ties for students and faculty members
by receiving the grant. A major challenge for 2004 is during the summer from across A&T's scientific disciplines
months the commission will travel to and area academic and research institutions to present their research in oral
Please see Q&A, Page 2 and poster formats.
D,
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The program is especially
designed to
encourage increased participation of
under-represented students in science.
For some students, it provides their first
chance to tell others about their
research projects.
The program includes activities to
enhance awareness of recent advances
in science and research-training opportunities for students at the university,
community college and high school levels.

Hamilton
makes a

documentary
Page 6

M.

The theme for the symposium is "The
Future
of Genomics Research:
Implications for Increased Participation
for Underrepresented Scientists."
Dr.
Francis S. Collins, director of the

Human Genome Research Institute,
National Institute of Health, in
Bethesda, Md., will be the guest speaker
for the plenary session and a community forum. Collins is a physician-geneticist who oversees a complex multidisciPlease see RESEARCH, Page 3

An up-close

look at
Coach Eaves
Page 11
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Campus News

NEWS BRIEFS

Dean to end
his campaign
WASHINGTON - Howard Dean
will end his campaign for the presiden-

tial nomination and oversee a new
effort to keep his issues alive and his
supporters organized on behalf of
Democratic causes, two party officials
said Wednesday. Dean was to
announce his plans at a news conference Wednesday afternoon, said the
officials, who spoke on condition of
anonymity

Edwards surges
to challenge Kerry
MIDDLETON, Wis. - The race for
the Democratic nomination narrowed
to a two-man contest between frontrunner John Kerry and plucky rival
John Edwards on Wednesday after
Howard Dean ended his bid before the.
campaign spread to the 10 crucial
"Super Tuesday" states. Kerry won the
primary with about 40 percent of the
vote while Edwards finished a close
second with 34 percent. Dean, who
had banked his future on a strong
showing in Wisconsin, drew just 18

percent.

11 Iraqis die in blast
south of Baghdad
- Two trucks
with explosives blew up
Wednesday outside a Polish-run base
south of Baghdad after coalition forces
opened fire on the suicide bombers
racing toward them. Eleven Iraqi civilians were killed and at least 64 people
were wounded, half of them coalition
soldiers. The Polish commander of the
region, Gen. Mieczyslaw Bieniek,
called the bombings near the base in
Hillah, 60 miles south of Baghdad, a
"well-coordinated attack." They came a
week after two suicide car bombings
killed more than 100 people.
BAGHDAD, Iraq

packed

More than 200 die
in Iran train blast
TEHRAN, Iran - Runaway

train

cars

carrying fuel, fertilizer and industrial
chemicals derailed and exploded in
northeastern Iran on Wednesday,
killing more than 200 people, injuring
hundreds more and devastating five
nearby villages, the government news

Black Caucus
Summit held at A&T
By Sharri Duell
Register Contributor

On Thursday, Feb. 12, the AAHE
Black Caucus Summit on Blacks in
Higher Education held its annual
summit here on campus. The summit,
which lasted through Feb. 15, was
filled with different activities for the
community, students and faculty.
The Black Caucus was organized
during the late 70s to create intellectual and cultural dialogue and net
working among African American
administrators, faculty and students.
AAHE is an independent, membership-based nonprofit organization
dedicated to building human capital
for higher education. AAHE is the
source of choice for information
about higher education on issues that
matter in a democratic multi-racial
society. AAHE also promotes and disseminates examples of effective educational practice to address those
issues,

The Caucus' conference activities
include an annual business meeting,
professional development workshops,
leadership awards for academic and
public service, doctoral student
awards and symposium, general sessions and poster sessions, ethnic and
historical tours and entertainment.
A&T's band provided music and
greetings came from Miss A&T
Jocelyn Jacobs and N.C. State House
Rep. Alma Adams and Mayor Pro
Tern of Greensboro Yvonne Johnson,
and the A&T Gospel Choir.
The opening session and reception
speaker on Thursday was nationally
acclaimed journalist Tony Brown.
Brown is the commentator on the
PBS series "Tony Brown's Journal,"
one of the longest-running national
television series. Brown promotes
technology to minority audiences and
he also focuses on positive values and

Q&A

Continuedfrom page 1
key areas to hold seminars to help agencies become aware of the commission
itself and grant money.

images in African American families.
On May 17, 1954, the United States
Supreme Court announced its decision that "separate educational facilities are inherendy unequal." The decision effectively denied the legal basis
for segregation in Kansas and 20
other states with segregated classrooms and would forever change race
relations in the United States. On Feb.
13, 50 years later Ernest Green was
the speaker. Green was one of the
first students to integrate at a high
school in Little Rock, Ark.
The entertainment session on Friday
consisted of music by "Untided" and
modeling by Couture Productions.
The think-tank and general sessions
were a chance for students to think
and give feedback on the issues at
hand. There was a student leadershipconference as well.
On Feb. 14, William Harvey, vice
president and director of the
American Council on Education
Center for Advancement of Racial &
Ethnic Equity, was the keynote speaker along with ChancellorJames Renick
who gave the keynote address.
"It was a very educational experience
it also makes students aware of what
is actually going on," said Tashina
Dodson, a senior business major. The
conference was a great chance to find
out what students were thinking
about. The leadership conference was
held in Stallings Ballroom and the
Exhibit Hall.
Other speakers were Dorothy Yancy,
president of Johnson C. Smith
University; Joseph Silver, vice president for academic affairs at Savannah
State; Ronald Crutcher, vice president
for academic affairs at Miami
University; and Samuel Floyd, director
of emeritus and consultant for the
Center for Black Music Research at
Columbia College of Chicago.

education, women's and human rights I
will uphold the banner in anyway possible. At this point serving on the commission will allow this to happen.

Q: How will you represent A&T while
serving on the commission?
A: At all times I am a representative
for A&T because this is an extension of
who I am as a person. When I attend
various events and I am meeting with
students I will take off my hat as a commissioner and ask if they are interested
in corning to A&T. Wherever I go I have
a commitment for recruitment and commission, which is all about service.

Q: What role will you play on this
board?
A: First, I have to learn about things
that happened prior to me coming, present new initiatives and be able to foster
agency said. Most of the known dead them based on King's philosophy.
All
were fire and rescue workers, who died decisions made have to be the consensus
in the blast hours after the train cars of the whole group. We are
advocates
derailed and caught fire.
for children, employment and education
issues. This is our way of maintaining
Q: Do you believe it is important for
King's ideas by connecting to the com- professionals to stay involved with the
community?
munity.
A: Yes, if nothing else professionals
should
Will
keep a pulse on the needs of the
this
Q:
responsibility require any
DENVER - The University of traveling and how often does the com- community and stay involved. I am not
Colorado said it planned to hire a speonly able to give my services to
mission meet?
cial administrator to oversee its athletic
A: This particular commission only Guilford County but to the state of
department and scandal-plagued foot- requires us to meet once a month in North Carolina as a whole.
ball program after a female placekicker Raleigh and there are representatives
said she was raped by a teammate four from across the state. In March,
Q: What do you hope to gain from
I can
years ago. Katie Hnida says in the participate in a national forum about the this entire experience?
upcoming edition of Sports Illustrated King monument in Washington, DC,
A: A better understanding of the state
that she was assaulted in the summer since I serve on the commission.
of North Carolina views having the
of 2000. Now at the University of
Martin Luther King holiday. Also the
New Mexico, she last year became the
Q: Has this always been a dream for opportunity of traveling around North
first woman ever to score points in a you to serve on a commission?
Carolina and making the community
Division I-A college football game.
A: I wouldn't say dream but my great- aware of King's philosophical ideas and
beliefs. Once I fulfill my duties by 2007
est ambition is to serve my [black] peoAll briefsfrom AP wire reports.
ple and my country. So anyway that I can it may be time for me to move on to
serve for the course of justice, health, something else.

Former kicker
says she was raped
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U.S. seeks
solution
in Haiti
WASHINGTON (AP) - Amid con.
cern about a potential refugee crisis,
Secretary of State Colin Powell said
Tuesday the United States has "no
enthusiasm" for sending military or
police forces to Haiti and said the
administration was working toward a
political solution to the bloody uprising.
The White House, meanwhile, said it
was up to the Haitian people to decide
whether embattled President Jeam
Bertrand Aristide should remain in
power.
"There certainly needs to be some
changes in the way Haiti is governed and
the security situation as well," said White
House press secretary Scott McClellan,
traveling aboard Air Force One with the
president. "We call on President Aristide
to make sure he implements those
essential steps to address those matters."
Powell said Washington is working
with France as well as the Organization
of American States and other groups to
get a dialogue under way between
Aristide and his rivals. He indicated that
the United States would welcome the
dispatch of police units to enforce political settlement should one be reached.

"There is, frankly, no enthusiasm right

now for sending in military or police
forces to put down the violence that we
are seeing," Powell said.
Powell rejected assertions by some in
Haiti that no solution is possible so long
as Aristide remains in office.
"We cannot buy into the proposition
that the elected president must be
forced out of office by thugs and those
who do not respect the law," Powell
said.
McClellan said Powell had met with
Caribbean officials on Friday to discuss
possible steps in resolving the turmoil in
Haiti.
"Our focus right now is working with
our partners in the hemisphere to
bring
about a peaceful resolution to the situa-

tion," McClellan said, accompanying

President Bush on a speech-making trip
to Fort Polk, La. "Obviously it's
important to keep in mind the need for everyone to work together to resolve this
matter peacefully. We urge all parties to
bring an end to the violence and work
toward a peaceful resolution. The way
we get there is through dialogue and
compromise negotiation."
Asked whether Aristide should step

aside, McClellan said, "That's

a matter

for the people of Haiti to decide."
Powell spoke to reporters after a meeting with Laila Freivalds, the foreign minister of Sweden.
The rebels are said to be led by LouisJodel Chamblain, a former soldier who
once headed the feared paramilitary
group FRAPH -the Front for the
Advancement and Progress of Haiti which killed and maimed hundreds of
Aristide supporters under military dictatorship between 1991 and 1994.
In Geneva, meanwhile, the U.N.
refugee agency urged Haiti'.s neighbors
to take in refugees fleeing their
homeland. Ron Redmond, spokesman for the
U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees,
said officials from the agency were
meeting in Washington with U.S. officials and representatives of Caribbean
governments to discuss ways to cope
with an exodus. UNHCR officials also
have met with Cuban authorities, he
said.
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Campus News

Enrollment a
concern at meeting
By

Jessica DeVault

Register Contributor

On Feb. 12, N.C. A&T's School of
Agriculture and the School of
Nursing held their spring semester
town hall meeting.
Various topics were addressed

including the computer network
problems, monetary distribution and

the snow removal policy. The most
popular topic, however, was the university's population increase. The faculty members were in debate about
how to handle the growing number
of students.

Mary Mims, special assistant to the

provost and vice chancellor of aca-

demic affairs, said that the university
has really been put in a bind.
"It's a catch-22," she said. "The
state is crying economic woes and the
president [Carolyn Meyers] says bring
them in," Mims said.
The financial issues of North
Carolina have become a problem to
many of the universities in the UNC
system.Reversions
have
been
demanded annually, leaving the universities in a financial bind. Many faculty members complained about the
lack of classroom space for the number of students being admitted into
the university.
A&T is a focus-growth school,
which means the school is on an
enrollment strategy plan. By the year
2012 the university is encouraged to
reach 15,000 students. Yet, many of
the faculty members said that it was
too difficult to teach effectively in
classes that are filled beyond capacity.
Registering for classes has even
become a difficulty for many students.
"We have freshmen coming in who
can't even get classes because there

(

Save

\<

'

are no classes available," one teacher
said. "All of them are full."
Lee Young, the assistant vice chancellor for enrollment management,
was not in attendance, but gave an
explanation of the school's enrollment plans.
"Every university in the UNC system has a long-range plan. All of
them have a strategy for enrollment
in place. A&T is more accelerated
and is in a different category," Young
said.
Many faculty members were concerned about the influx of students
because students have been unable to
find classes. This problem has resulted in students graduating in five years
or more, compared to the original
four years. Young insists that the
school will continue to grow with the
students,

"We want to make sure we grow
with the students so we won't depreciate the quality and value of the education," Young said. "So as the population grows we will continue to hire
more faculty, workers, and etc."
Renovations on several dorms and
class buildings display's the school's
quick efforts to catch up with its
growing populace. If A&T reaches
its 2012 goal it can gain more mar-

ketability.

"To continue growing we can be
the largest HBCU in the nation,"
Young said. "Plus, it would increase
our influence in the city of
Greensboro."
Young reassures that though it is
inconvenient now, the growth at
A&T will be positive in the long run.
"In time, growth will be considered
a good diing among faculty and students," Young said.

/
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DISPLAY
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teaching and enhancing technology

skills to grade schools K-12.
"Through these programs we have
Continuedfrom page 1
been able to set up a website to eduresponses to the book "The Souls of cate
teachers and students on the
Black Folks" by W.E.B. DuBios.
achievements of African American
"A&T has been reading and dis- inventors and to promote
cussing 'The Souls of Black Folks' education," said Childress.technology
campus-wide throughout the year,"
The website encourages people to
said Kapura
study inventions and innovations
"The department incorporated the made so that they may learn how
to
book into the display by having sevdesign, improve and change the work
eral students write responses to secthrough innovative inventions. It
tions within the book giving their also allows
teachers to download
opinions of the book," said Kapura. documents from
transparencies to
The display is a part of a partnerslide shows, timelines, and posters.
ship with the Center to Advance the
For more
on the
Teaching of Technology & Science exhibit contactinformation
the graphic commu(CATTS), International Technology nication department at
334 Education Association (ITEA), and 7550 or visit the display(336)
website at
Technology Education for Children http://www.ncat.edu/~childres/bla
Council (TECC) which all focus on ckinventors.html.

RESEARCH

Continuedfrom page 1

plinary project aimed at mapping and
sequencing all of the human DNA and

determining aspects of its function.

Members from diverse sectors of the

including academic, health, industrial science, religious and federal and
state government groups, are invited to dialogue with this
prominent leader of the
community,

Human Genome Project.
At the forum, Collins will entertain questions from the audience
about the future
of genomic research, medicine, human health and bioethics.
The symposium will include research poster presentations by faculty and
students
The program will also include exhibits by graduate
schools and health organizations. There will be registration on site on the
day of the event.

EYE ON CRIME
Campus Police reported on Feb. 13, at approximately
1 a.m., a student
reported that an unknown black male attempted to rob him in the area
of
Scott Hall A. The victim stated the suspect approached him from
behind
where he heard a round being chambered in a handgun. The
suspect
then stated "Do you have any money?" The victim was not
physically
injured during the incident. The suspect is described as a black
male
6'1", stocky build; wearing black pants, a black hoody, a black ski
mask
and white shoes
The N.C.A&T Police Department is seeking help in solving the
crime If
you have any information, contact the A&T Police at (336) 334-7675.

WE HAVE A SUREFIRE WAY
TO PREDICT THE FUTURE.
HIRE YOU TO INVENT IT.

)

Cyberspace controls and laser defense systems came as no
surprise to the U.S. Air Force. In fact, they came off our
drawing boards. No wonder we re always looking to hire

the best and brightest. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the
most sophisticated technology on earth. To request
more
4*^

information, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at
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AGGIES TALK
BACK!!!
What do you think about
same sex marriages becoming legal?

Valerie Nieman, faculty adviser

Editorial Policy
Editorials reflect the opinions of the A&T Register
but not necessarily those of the university.
Views in guest commentaries and letters to the
editor are those of the writer.
The A&T Register

"I don't agree with same sex marriages. I feel
the man should marry the woman, and the
woman should marry the man. It doesn't work
in families with small children, trying to bring
them up right when you're doing wrong."
Shannon Wiley, junior,
laboratory animal science major

Box E-25, 1601 E. Market St.
Greensboro, NC 27411
E-mail register@ncat.edu
Telephone (336) 334-7700

Guest Commentary
More money for
what you really want
™-

By Cheryl Farkas
Register Contributor

I wish I had more money to spend on
myself after my bills are paid. But after
the bills, something always demands our
money

m

maybe worth donating to this company.
Grocery shopping doesn't have to be
dreadful. Discount grocery stores save
you tons of money. They sell slighdy
dented canned goods and boxed goods.
You don't eat the can or the box, you
just throw it away, does it really have to

The necessities, like groceries or
something is broken, worn out or needs be pretty? Most of these stores guaranreplaced. Maybe you simply need sometee their goods or refund your money.
thing you hate to invest in right now. Toiletries and cleaning products
are perThere are ways to get around some of fecdy fine, but reduced tremendously.
this and still have money for yourself.
Wilma, the owner says, "I get a lot of
Need a new book shelf, a desk for customers from Greensboro."
Her store
your computer, a sofa or chairs? is called 311 Discount
Grocery at 3904
Whatever it is you can find these items North Main Street, on old 311
in High
and more at all of these stores: Carolina Point.
Thrift, Goodwill Industries, Salvation
Piedmont Triad Farmers Market,
Army Thrift Store and Habitat for Sandy Ridge Road and
1-40, sells proHumanity Restore, all four stores are on duce for one-fourth or one-half off the
Lee Street and High Point Road in price you will
pay in a grocery store.
Greensboro; which is the same street. Produce isn't all that the vendors sell.
Goodwill Industries also has two other
They also sell meats,
locations in Greensboro, one on South eggs, cheese, wine, candydouble-yoke
and
Eugene Street and another on East goods. Live goods of all kinds are baked
availCone Boulevard. Stock rotates daily, able in the spring.
Bouquets of flowers
treasures are waiting to be found, and can be made to your liking for a special
lots of things are brand-new.
occasion at a great price,
Target is a huge donator of new items
Columbia Food Market, Centennial
to Goodwill Industries. Original tags are Street
in High Point, is the best-kept
still on the items. Feeling like you just secret for meat.
They have everything,
stole something, but paid for it, is a just ask the butchers. You
can find two
great feeling.
rib eye steaks for $2 to $3. He'll also tell
Habitat for Humanity Restore, is wonyou the next shipment date for the
derful if you own a home orrent. Many freshest meat.
companies donate overstock, discontinShuler Meats Inc. on Shuler Road in
ued items, liquidations, slighdy damaged Thomasville sells bulk
meats and fish.
items, or special order items, that have The prices are much less than
grocery
with slight mistakes. You never know stores and there is
no membership fee
what

you'll find.
Bill Gault, the general manager of the
High Point Road location says, "My
ministry is to reuse, recycle, give people
an alternative way to get their
house in
order and bring in fund raisers to build
houses," He said.
"There are 230 houses' that has been
built in this area."
You can have your own house by
going through an application process
and donating time. It may be as simple
as working in the store, or helping to
build the houses.
"Right now,"
Bill says, "I have a volunteer, Dave Tosi,
in Honduras
for 10 days, with the International
Habitat for Humanity Building Project."
Whatever gifts or talents you have,

"I just tliink same sex marriages are wrong.
In trying to raise a family you need a male figure and a female figure. This is why they question why kids have behavioral problems. It's
unethical and plain out wrong."
Kelvin Veale, junior,
manufacturing system major

like Sam's. Stock up and -freeze it in
smaller portions. Call for directions.
They are on the recording at 476-6477.
Still, moving sales and yard sales have
the best savings. Start early morning, in
the best neighborhoods first. Before
you set out, map your routes to get from
one area to another quickly. Some people don't know the value of things they
are selling, others are remodeling, or are
just tired of it. Some, need to sell
because of the high cost of storage or
moving their belongings out of state.
Kindly dickering on price is always an
option, unlike Express or Dillard's.
Saving money here, so you can splurge
on yourself there, is a great feeling.

Being

smart

about money is, too.

"I think it's plain ol' wrong. I feel that over
time it will degrade society. Kids will think it's
OK if they are raised under this environment."
Travis Royal, junior, ECT major

"With same sex marriages becoming legal,
much a moral issue, but the
legal issue. If our government is going to be
based on God, ie. 'In God we trust', then we
should follow the same principle based on
God's belief."
Bianca Alexander, senior,
occupational safety and health major
to me it's not so

•

"I feel that same sex marriage is just a platform used by politicians. We see this
type of
behavior welcomed on television daily. It's
apart of our society that won't go away, and
the economic effects of same sex marriages
would be positive. Such as allowing 30 million more families on insurance rolls, which
would lower our premiums."

John Reynolds, senior,

occupational safety and health major

Letters to the editor
are welcomed by
e-mail at register@ncat.edu
or by mail to N.C. A&T State University,
Box E-25, 1601 E. Market St.,
Greensboro, NC 27411
Letters must be signed and
should include an address
and telephone number.
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Op-Ed

Milestones
in black
history
"wa A4AU.

This Week in Black History
Feb. 19
1864 Knights of Pythias established.
Confederate troops
defeated three black and six white
regiments at Batde of Olustee,
about
fifty
miles
from
Jacksonville, Fla.
1919 The 1st Pan African
Congress is held. (Paris,France)
Feb. 20
1900 J.F. Bickering patents air-

CAN'T BB

ship invention.

1929 Writer Wallace Thurman's
play "Harlem" opens in NYC. It
is the first successful play by an
African American playwright.
1936 Jazz singer, actress, Nancy
Wilson born in Chillicothe, Ohio

Guest Commentary
Men are too complex
to be metrosexuals
By

Jamarran E'mil Moss
Black College Wire

When I entered my friend's apartment
for dinner, she complimented my outfit
and said my clothes always matched.
"I'm supposed to match," I said. "I'm a
21-year-old man." She then called me a
"metrosexual." "A what?" I asked. She
said that a metrosexual is a man who
takes better care of himself than a
woman does.
After consulting my peers and reading
fashion magazines such as Gendeman's
Quarterly and Details, I compiled the following list of metrosexual characteristics:
They get manicures, pedicures andfacials.
They enjoy shopping and overly match their
clothing.
They take a longer time toget ready for a date
than theirgirlfriends.
They are often caught looking in mirrors more
than women who check their makeup.
They get their eyebrows arched.
They own an abundance of skin- and haircare products.
They own an 'N Sync, Britney Spears or
Madonna album.
They wearpink.
They dye their hair or have a weave, and
They read GQ, Details or Men's Health
magazines.
Fashion writer Mark Simpson coined
the term in 1994. He said in an article in
Independent last year that, "Gay men
provided the early prototype for metrosexuality. Decidedly single, definitely
urban, dreadfully uncertain of theiridentity and socially emasculated, gay men
pioneered the business of accessorizing - and combining — masculinity and
desirability. And straight men began to
adopt the neurotic strategies of gay

'

men."

Metrosexuals seem to distort the attraction element toward the opposite sex

because most women do not desire men
who are "prettier" than they are. "That is
a turnoff," said Gina Lewis, a sophomore
at Tennessee State University. "I can't
imagine going to a beauty shop or nail
parlor with my man. That's justlike having another girlfriend."
Reggie Moore, a sophomore sociology
major at Tennessee State from Memphis,
said, "The roles of men and women are
constandy changing. Women are becoming more independent these days. They
open up doors for themselves. They treat
guys out to eat, walk up to guys and initiate conversation. But there is no new
word for that."
Too many times, society generalizes
and invents gender standards that individuals follow without knowing why. It is
time for men to define who they are for
themselves instead of adapting to gender
traditions that limit men from being who
they really are. For centuries, men have
been expected not to cry or show much
emotion, among several other unwritten
rules.
Fifty years ago, if a man wore an earring he would be considered a homosexual.
Today, men such as Michael Jordan, Ed
Bradley and Jay-Z all wear earrings and
are held in high masculine regard. Men
are wearing diamond earrings and diamond watches, when diamonds, according to the cliche, are "a girl's best friend."
Many men have found themselves in
the midst of an evolutionary process.
Ultimately, that has given birth to the
metrosexual phenomenon.
But the term lessens the strength of
the heterosexual orientation, and simplifies the complexity of the male identity.'
Jamarran E 'milMoss, a student at Tennessee
State University, is arts and entertainment editor of The Meter.

Feb. 21
.1965 On Feb. 21, 1965,
Malcolm X was assassinated; 11
months after his split from Elijah
Muhammad's Nation of Islam.
1987 African Americans in
Tampa, Fla., rebelled after an
African American man was killed
by a white police officer while in
custody.
Feb. 22
1989 DJ Jazzy Jeff and the
Fresh Prince win the first rap
Grammy for the hit single
"Parents Just Don't Understand."

Now you can
check out
The Register online!
Visit us at

Source: www.blackfacts.com
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Ulc311l!"I want to become a doctor."

I don't have the
required courses

Reality: for medical school."
The Johns Hopkins Post-

Baccalaureate Premedical

Program prepares college
graduates with strong academic
records to apply to the best
medical schools by giving them
the personal attention, the
necessary science and math
courses, and one-to-one
academic advising

If you or someone you know

wants to pursue a career as a
doctor, apply by March 1.

410-516-7748
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HBO showcases black history with
'BEAH: A Black Woman Speaks'
6

ndre OOP of Ou kast
will play the role ofJimi Hendrix in
a new movie. No dates have been released.

From a Press Release

February 19,2004

the heartbreaking occasion
Richards' work on "The Practice"
earned her a third Emmy Award,,
which Hamilton delightedly accepted
on Richards' behalf in her absence.
The teacher and the admiring student
had one final meeting in Vicksburg,
Mississippi, where Hamilton gave her
the Emmy.
Beah Richards died ten days later, on
September 14, 2000. At the close of the
documentary , Hamilton performs one
last act at the request of her mentor,
exemplifying Richards' s commitment
to the struggle for freedom into eternito capture

In 1999, actress LisaGay Hamilton sat
down with activist, poet and fellow
actress Beah Richards for the first in a
series of frank, thought-provoking conversations,

Over the next year, Richards shared
the insights and truths she had gained
during her celebrated, sometimes controversial career.
Debuting Wednesday, Feb. 25 (7:309:00 p.m. ET), on HBO, the exclusive
documentary 'BEAH: A Black Woman
Speaks" presents the hard-earned wisdom of this remarkable artist and
activist, exploring the deep and tender
relationship that developed between the
two women. After the debut, the documentary will continue to show in rotation throughout February and March.
Having worked with Beah Richards
on the feature film "Beloved,"
LisaGay
Hamilton was mesmerized by the older
woman's talent and inspired by her wisPhoto courtesy of publicist Roz Stevenson
dom. Two years after completion of the Actress LisaGay
Hamilton stands beside poster of activist
film, Richards became gravely ill. poet and fellow actress
Beah Richards at Los Angeles preHamilton felt inclined to visit her, and miere.
r
the relationship that ensued formed the
basis for this remarkable documentary. likes of Paul Robeson and W.E.B. Margaret in James Baldwin's " Amen
"When you spoke with Beah something DuBois,
Corner" on Broadway.
Richards' poetry brought her close to
Richards's career ultimately spanned
happened," recalls Hamilton. "She was
duty-bound to share her knowledge. black activists and Communist Party more than 50 years in film, on TV and
leaders William and Louise Patterson, onstage. She
She was an African teacher who chalreceived a supporting
lenged you to think about your life and which in mm spurred the FBI to keep a actress oscar nomination for playing
Sidney Poitier's mother in 1967's
demanded that you use the gifts our file on her from 1951 to 1972.
This volatile mixture of poetry and "Guess Who's
ancestors gave us responsibly."
Coming to Dinner?"
Richards emotionally recalls how this
Hamilton shared the experience of politics helped Richards discover her
her visit -with friend and mentor true purpose.
joyful moment was overshadowed by
Hamilton, "Itis not about the devastating assassination of
Jonathan Demme, who had directed As she tells
Dr.
you living as an actor. It is about you Martin Luther King,
both women in "Beloved."
whose funeral
Jr.,
Within days of expressing her desire living as a human being. "
caused a delay in the awards ceremony.
"BEAH: A Black Woman Speaks"
to capture Richards on film, Hamilton
Fellow actors Ruby Dee, Ossie Davis,
historical footage of Whitman Mayo and Frank Silvera recall
received a digital camera in the mail includes
along with a note from Demme that Riochards performing some of ehr Richards' dignity and innate ability to
simply read, "Do it." With Demme's most famous works, including the transcend the material she was offered.
unwavering support, Hamilton set out poem "A Black Woman Speaks of She spent a lifetime sharing the gift of
to record her encounters with Richards White Womanhood, White Supremacy, acting with others; students describe
and Peace."; "Paul Robeson Speaks for her
and an incredible journey began.
unique teaching techniques and
Me,"
an emotionally charged poem she devotion to her craft.
Suffering from emphysema and
Richards explains her mission by notbreathing with the aid of an oxygen wrote in High school; and "What Then
Is Black...," a poem that redefines the ing, "When a black actor
concentrator, the 80-year-old freely
has the opporshared her life lessons during 70 hours word "black."
tunity -I don't care what the role is —he
Richards said Mississippi left her a has the chance to
of interviews. Sitting Buddha-style on
capture the conrealist
in a racist society. Confident in science of the audience."
her bed, Richards revealed the tapestry
of her life, beginning with the solid her African beauty, she knew the battle
"BEAH: A Black Woman Speaks"
to
confront the American or reveals how
foundation laid for her by loving parinitiated
Hollywood ideal would unfourtunately Richards' last Hamilton
ents in the segregated south.
the TV show
role,
on
Her search to be an actress led be long and hard. Throughout her "The Practice." Shortly after this percareer, Richards endured being cast pri- formance, Richards, no longer able to
fromVicksburg,
to marily as
Mississippi,
maids and old women.
care for herself independently, left her
California and New York and ultimateHer
first
paying
an
job
as
actor
came
back
Los
ly
Angeles home of 25 years, and
home again. In the process, she
fought for civil rights alongside the off-Broadway at age 36, when she returned to Mississippi.
received glorious reviews as Sister
Hamilton was there with her camera

ty-

"Americans need all the great role
models we can get in this age when
courageous humanist trailblazers are in
short order," notes Jonathan Demme.
"When a role model of Beah's magnitude finally gets her story told, the
inspirational potential is a cause for celebration."
"BEAH: A Black Woman Speaks"
marks the documentary directorial
debut of LisaGay Hamilton, who was a
longtime cast member of the hit David
Kelley series "The Practice," where she
also made her prime-time directorial
debut.
A graduate of the Tisch School of the
Arts and the Julliard School of Drama,
Hamilton's extensive theatre credits
include "Measure for Measure,"
"Henry IV Parts I & II" at the New
York Shakespeare Festival, and on
Broadway, "The Piano Lesson"; she
earned an Obie Award and Clarence
Derwent Award, as well as- a Drama
Desk and Ovation nomination for
Athol Fugard's "Valley Song." Her films
include Jonathan Demme's "The Truth
About Charlie" and "Beloved," Clint
Eastwood's "True Crime," Campbell
Scott's
"Hamlet," "Palookaville,"
"Drunk" and " A House Divided.
The documentary is the centerpiece
of "Hearing Her Voice: Black
History/Herstory," designed by HBO
to celebrate the contributions of

African-American women.

This campaign will use the film to inidate thoughtful dialogue across the
coutry about teh unique challenges
black women face today. "Hearing Her
Voice: Black History/Herstory will also
work to acknowledge the efforts and
accomplishments of notable black
women, as well as community leaders
whose work exemplifies the spirit of
Beah Richards.
For more information visit HBO.com

Charlotte Hawkins Brown Holds Special Programs for Black
History Month

February 21, 10am-3 pm
Exploring Major Themes ofthe Black Experience
,
~
Day-long
workshop focusing on theoretical concepts ofAfrican-Amercan history
not often empahsized in normal school
curricula
February 29, 3 pm
Brown Memorial Singers Concert
Concert of traditional spirituals and gospel. Stouffer Hall.

,

All events to take place at Charlotte Hawkins Brown Museum, 6136
Burlington Road/Hwy 70 Sedalia
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What's the

Alicia Keys, Beyonce &
Missy Elliot

411?
Rapper D.O.C. reportedly father of Erykah
Badu's new baby
-Soul
singer Erykah Badu is pregnant with her second child
and, according to

reports,

rapper The D.O.C. is the baby's father. Representatives for

Universal/Motown confirmed the pregnancy, but wouldn't reveal if the legendary

lyricist fathered baby or if he maintains a
long-term relationship with Badu
Badu already has a 6-year-old child,
Seven, with Andre 3000 of OutKast A
lengthy relationship with rapper Common disintegrated
for reasons unimown.
unknown The
1 tie
singer is currently on tour with Floetry.

Native Americans call for CBS boycott

-While Andre 3000 of Outkast drew praise from
much of the country for his
performance during Sunday night's Grammy Awards, some Native
groups are not
happy. Some Indian groups are calling for a boycott of the
network, deeming
Andre 3000's neon green Native American attire
offensive
The rapper and backup dancers wore green buckskin
dresses and green buckskin

P. Diddy denies ordering attack on interviewer

-Sean Combs appeared in a Detroit courtroom Feb. 18 to
testify that he did no
instruct his handlers to rough
up a radio and cable-television host during a 1999

interview

«r? *T*T? ;

S
h£
P Didd y durinS the raP mo
promotional tour
for the album Forever" and that he was
roughed up by Diddy's bodyguards after
asking whether Combs contributed to the death of rapper Notorious
RI G MU
claims he suffered injunes and damaged equipment from
the altercation, and his

suit seeks an

undisclosed

-

amount as compensation.

Rap Throwback Apparel officially launches rap
throwback
jerseys
-Husband and wife team, Rodney and Knia Bonds have
discovered a way to
honor the legends of Hiphop with their new twist to
throwback
jerseys.The jerseys
are broken down into various classifications of rap music
C
L s< nent> featuring the rappers from the early '80s such as
TW
f
C Stetsasoiuc
> Bi§ Da ddy Kane, and Sweet Tee.

t S??

U^ SICS offer 1ersey s feom pioneers like Kurds Blow, Furious Five,' and

ur
l
rCold
Crush Brothers.

February 19, 2004

Future variations of theline will include COMMEMORATIVE
jerseys which will
honor fallen soldiers, such as Jam Master Jay, Tupac
Shakur, the Notorious B.I.G
Big Pun, and Lisa Left-Eye" Lopes, as well as THE CUTMASTERS featuring
deejay luminaries such as Affika Bambaataa, Kool
Red Alert, DI Jazzy Jeff AI
DJ
Scratch, and Jazzy Jay.
'

*

will perform at the Greensboro Coliseum
Saturday March 21 at 7:30 pm
Be sure to get your tickets.
They're going fast!!

Broadway hit
'STOMP' comes to the Triad
By Whitney
Register

Mack-obi

Contributor

On Feb. 8, local families, friends and a selection of
N.C. A&T Honors
students gathered at the Greensboro War Memorial
Auditorium
awaiting
the popular Broadway show and HBO hit,
"Stomp."
"Stomp" gave the ultimate "big-city"' experience. Originating in the
U.K., Stomp is a powerful, festive, interactive and fun family show that has
expanded to audiences all over the world. The show
involves a unique
combination of percussion, movement and visual
comedy
U ke
and Steve McNicholas created the show in the summer of
oo i after
11991
f
collaborating Tor 10 years. This particular American cast consisted of performers Harold Bayang, Leilani
Dibble, Khalid Freeman,
ay
Mos g°fian > Ni<* Pack, Jr., John Sawicki, Stephen
,
'
-w
Wacki Serwacki,
Carlos Thomas, Elizabeth Vidos, and Sheilynn
The cast involves the audience and invites them to
participate in a variety of simple and more difficult beat
patterns of clapping and stomping.
They use various instruments and objects to make unique
sounds and
rhythms such as kitchen sinks, sand and
brooms, trashcans, pots, basketballs, toilet plungers, and even their own body parts.
It was amazing how the cast found a way of
using objects that one
would never think of playing with to make a beat. This
inventiveness and
creativity reminded me of the playful and yet curious spirit of a
young
child, and their energy reminded me of African dance.
This combination was exciting, and I strongly recommend
anyone of any
age to go see "Stomp." I also urge anyone who has never seen a
Broadway
Miow to take advantage of these events while
they are still here in the
Triad.

"

y^c

The next Broadway show, "Cats," will be showing
Auditorium March 26-28.

at

the War Memorial

FROM THE PRODUCERS OF
ROAD TRIP and OLD SCHOOL
NO ACTUAL

EUROPEANS WERE

HARMED IN THE
MAKING OF THIS FILM.
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Sit-in Movement Inc. names
new executive, deputy directors

Chad Roberts
Staff Writer

After a nationwide search, Sit-in
Movement Inc. has named two
executives to its staff for the
International Civil Rights Center
and Museum. On Feb. 6 the group's
board of directors named Amelia
Parker as executive director and
Robert Haynes as deputy director.
"We are delighted that Ms. Parker
and Mr. Haynes have agreed to take
on these key leadership roles," said
Melvin "Skip" Alston in a press
release. The Sit-in Movement Inc.
chairman and county commissioner
added, "With their wealth of knowledge they will be a great asset to the
Sit-in Movement Inc."
Sit-In Movement Inc. was founded
by Alston and former city councilman Earl Jones. The goal of the
non-profit organization is to buy

the historic Woolworth building and
turn it into a museum. The planned
museum is the F.W Woolworth's
store where four A&T freshmen
started a national movement by
staging a sit-down protest at the
segregated lunch counter.
So far, the organization has raised
about $6 million of the $9 million
needed for the project.
Parker is the new executive director. Parker will be taking over for
McArthur Davis, who held the position for the last seven years.
In the past, Parker has worked
with the Congressional Black
Caucus, the National Urban League
and the National Business League.
During her time with the Caucus,
Parker was the person responsible
for arranging visits from South
Africa's President Nelson Mandela
and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak

Rabin. She has been a contributing
writer to publications for the
Library of Congress and served as a
staff assistant at the White House
during the Carter administration.
Parker received her bachelor's
degree from Johnson C Smith
University in Charlotte and continued her studies at Iowa State
University
and
Georgetown
University Law Center.
Haynes is a graduate of the
University of California at Berkeley,
with a master's degree in museum
studies from San Francisco State
University.
Haynes has worked in several
museums, including the AfricanAmerican Museum and Library id
Oakland, Calif, and the Northern
California Center for AfroAmerican History and Life.
Haynes
also
served
as
a

Broadcasters see opportunity
By

Smithsonian Institution Fellow at
the National. Museum of American
History.

Haynes said he expects a variety of
duties to come with his new position alongside Parker, but he
expects to draw from his past experiences to help bring the Sit-in
Movement Inc.'s board of directors'
goals to fruition
"The past experience will certainly
add to the pyramid of experience
that already exists here," Haynes
said.
"A great deal of very fine work
has been done already, envisioning
and creating the groundwork and
foundation for this wonderful
museum and civil rights center that
will commemorate the groundbreaking efforts that occurred in
1960 by the Greensboro Four," he
said.

Court upholds
do not call
registry

after Janet Jackson flap

Paul Nowell

holds."A lot of people have said to son of Billy
Graham, addressed the
me that they had no idea these kind of
Janet Jackson controversy when he
CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Religious things were already being
By Steven K.
shown on spoke to convention attendees on
Paulson
broadcasters see something more in MTV." .
Associated Press Writer
Sunday
morning.
Graham
told broadJanet Jackson's famous missing bra Reccord said the national dialogue
casters that ensuring the
DENVER - A federal
cup than exposed flesh
re-election
they see about indecency is an opportunity for of
President Bush must be their top
appeals court upheld the govopportunity to market themselves as a faith-based programmers,
but that priority.
ernment's do-not-call registry
wholesome alternative to mainstream there is no guarantee of
success.
"If
this
president
Tuesday, rejecting claims by
is
TV.
not re-elected,
"We want to offer a new alternathe
floodgates
of
this
telemarketers that it crushes
"People are hurting, both economi- tive," he said. "And we
garbage is
want it to be going to be open
free
speech rights.
because there won't
cally and morally, and as a broadcast- known we're not just for
adults. We be anyone to stand against it,"
"We
er I feel we have a chance to offer also
hold that the do-notwant to reach the children. We
Graham said in his speech Sunday.
call registry is a valid comthem hope," Carol Jones Saint said really
believe that how we look at
Graham accused CBS, CNN, New
mercial speech regulation
Tuesday, during a break in the things determines
we end up York Times and
how
because
it directly advances
National Religious
Washington Post as
behaving."
to
the
working
elect
someone
government's
Broadcasters' annual convention.
other than
important
The key is making all programming the
president. He also chided broadinterests in safeguarding perSaint's family has operated a Christian - whether Christian
or secular - comcasters who avoided taking political
sonal privacy and reducing
radio station in Erie, Pa., since 1948. pelling. "We
want to make it relevant,"
stands.
the danger of telemarketing
She is among 6,000 Christian media he said.
"I'm not going to be politically corabuse without burdening an.
executives attending the six-day meetCrews said she tried to keep her
rect,"
he
said.
excessive amount of speech,"
"I'm
to
ing in Charlotte that ends Wednesday. show relevant
going
tell you
the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of
"Our work is cut out for us" in try- like premarital by addressing topics the truth."
sex.
On
Appeals said.
ing to compete against secular proevening, some 3,000
"Recently I had to turn down one NRB Monday
"In other words, there is a
delegates
that
watched
a
gramming
private
includes MTV and guest because I considered it just too
of
screening
Mel
reasonable
fit between the
reality shows, said Freda Crews of graphic," she said. "I
Gibson's "The
believe
strongly
Passion
of
the
Christ."
Some
do-not-call
Spartanburg, S.C, whose "Time For that we need to offer more
regulations and
age-appro- leaders have criticized the film, Jewish
the government's reasons for
Hope TV" show is seen on about 125 priate material."
claiming it unfairly depicts
enacting them."
stations around the country.
Jews as responEvangelist Franklin Graham, the sible for
"My feeling is we shouldn't try to
Jesus' death.
work against things Uke MTV," said
Crews, who describes her show
described it as a
"faith-based mental health program." "We need to offer young people an alternative^"
In addition to reacting to the nowThe road to success starts
notorious flash of Jackson's right
breast at the end of her Super Bowl
with Moses Cone Health System
halftime duet with Justin Timberlake,
convention attendees have had access
to such timely workshops as
"FCC
Early employment options with NCLEX
support.
Indecency Regulations and the
u—e 5-week classroom and clinical experiences to complement
your department oriental
Broadcast of Four-Letter Words" and
Ongoing support and developmental
activities for the first year.
"Christian Response to Reality TV."
Residency programs (Pediatrics,
Associated Press Writer

_

"I think a lot of parents viewed the
Super Bowl halftime show as a real
wake-up call," said Bob Reccord,
president and chief executive of the
North American Mission Board of
the Southern Baptist Conventio. The
SBC is parent of Fort Worth, Texasbased FamilyNet, a 24-hour cable network that reaches 31 million house-

OB/GYN, Med/Surg, Emergency Services,OR,
Cantiac, Criticat Care.
A variety of clinical practice areas and
settings to select from.

PAX: (336) 832-7074; Phone: (336)

®

MOSES CONE HEALTH SYSTEM

4^^^^^^
DeVelopYourself
@

www.m

e.

osescort com
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Democratic presidential race down

to two men going into 'Super Tuesday'
By

Nedra Pickler

Associated Press Writer

MIDDLETON, Wis.- The race for the
Democratic nomination narrowed to a
two-man contest between front-runner
John Kerry and plucky rival John
Edwards on Wednesday after Howard
Dean ended his bid before the campaign
spread to the 10 crucial "Super Tuesday"
states.

Kerry won the primary with about 40

percent of the vote while Edwards finished a close second with 34 percent.
Dean, who had banked his future on a
strong showing in Wisconsin, drew just
18 percent. The former Vermont governor then decided to end his
campaign,
two party officials told The Associated
Press.
Dean planned to oversee a new effort
to keep his issues alive and his supporters
organized on behalf of Democratic causes, party officials told the AP on condition of anonymity. Dean would eventually support the Democratic Party's nominee, they said, and he was considering
whether to endorse one of his rivals.
For Edwards, second place in
Wisconsin was a boon to a campaign that
was not expected to survive a weak finish.
He promised to campaign across the
country and contended his organization
was in strong shape financially.
"The voters of Wisconsin sent a clear
message," Edwards said Tuesday night.
"The message was this: Objects in your
mirror may be closer than they appear."
But Kerry gave no indication he was
fazed by the Edwards surge in Wisconsin.
"We're going to win the nomination,"
Kerry told the AP.
Kerry's advisers pointed out that even
though Edwards closed the gap in
Wisconsin, Kerry still has won 15 of 17
contests. Edwards has only one, South
Carolina, where he was born.
"We play everywhere, unlike
John
Edwards and Howard Dean and anyone
else in the race," said Steve Elmendorf,

upon taking office, seeking to protect
labor and environmental standards. His
position has satisfied labor unions, and
the AFL-CIO plans to endorse Kerry on

Thursday.
Edwards finished far better than preprimary polls suggested he would, his
surge fueled by the highest Republican
turnout of the primary season and voters

who made up their minds in the last week.
His deepest support was in the GOP suburbs of Milwaukee.

"That's been happening in other priPrimaries in Georgia, Ohio and
maries too," Edwards said in an interview. Vermont on March
2 will be open to all
"Republicans who would consider voting voters as will the caucuses in Minnesota.
Democratic and independents are the
Now the only Democrat with a glimmer
people we have to win over to win the of hope to beat Kerry, Edwards is pushgeneral election. That's why I'm the best ing for a one-on-one
debate with the
candidate to take on George Bush."
front-runner before next month's showThe strong GOP turnout was boosted down.
by city government elections in
After coming in a distant third in
Milwaukee and a controversial referen- Wisconsin, Dean told supporters, "We
dum on casino gambling by an Indian are not done." However, advisers said
his
tribe.
campaign was effectively over.

If you've got ambition,
we've got

V

Kerry's deputy campaign manager. "The
problem these other candidates have is
they are not competing in a serious way to
get enough delegates to get the nomina-

tion."
The March 2 contests are in California,
New York, Ohio, Minnesota, Vermont,
Georgia, Rhode Island, Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Maryland. At stake will
be 1,151 delegates, more than half the
total needed to claim the nomination.
Utah, Idaho and Hawaii will vote next
Feb. 24, but with only 61 delegates up for
grabs total, those states will not be a focus
of the campaign.
Aides say Edwards' populist message
will resonate in Ohio and upstate New
York, areas hard hit by job losses. The
Southern-bred candidate also should do
well in Georgia. California is by far the
day's biggest prize, with 370 delegates,
followed by New York with 236.
In the final days of the Wisconsin race,
Edwards criticized Kerry's support of the
North American Free Trade Agreement.
The message found a receptive audience:
In exit polls, three-fourths of voters said
trade with othercountries takes jobs from
their state.
Edwards and Kerry split the vote
among those voters, though the North
Carolina senator did better than the frontrunner among voters who cited the economy and jobs as top issues.
Kerry repeatedly told the state's voters
that he would review all trade agreements

We set high standards. We want people who share
them. People who want
to work on some of the most interesting business issues, for
some of the
most prestigious brands in the world. You'll need to be determined,but you'll
never be on your own. Because in our teams, you'll find the right experience,

knowledge and support to bring you along. The sky's the limit

Quality In Everything We Do
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Williams became the first African
American to win the Su er Bowl in 1988
Doug
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Lady Aggies come up
Aggies lose
to
Lady Hawks
short
to Hawks in overtime

In the second half, the Lady Hawks
continued to show that they were the
After traveling to Princess Anne, Md., more powerful team. With leading scorthis past weekend, the women's basketer Octavia Thompson putting up 16
ball team fell short once more to the points, they went 17-35 from field goal
women of Maryland Eastern Shore range shooting 50 percent. It was a little
with a final score of 83-49, losing their less than half of the Lady Aggies field
seventh game in a row.
goal percentage as they shot just 28
With things seemingly still not looking percent.
Erica Bennett showed to have been a
up for the Lady Aggies (6-17, 3-10
MEAC), the Lady Hawks showed to positive factor for the Lady Hawks landhave been the dominant factor throughing 13 points on the night. Not far
out the whole game. During the first behind Bennett was teammate Tiffany
half the Lady Hawks (8-14, 3-10) shot Winkfield cashing in 12 points.
54.5 percent, while going 3-for-4 from Contributing to the Hawks win was
downtown and 3-3 from the free throw Laconia Hutcher and Tekeya Gooden,
line.
both taming in nine points.
The Lady Aggies went 10-of-25
Leading the way for the Lady Aggies
shooting and 4-of-ll from three-point was Tia Richardson with 17 points and
range. Although disappointing field goal two blocks. Also putting points on the
percentages, they showed to have had a board for the Lady Aggies was Camille
good night from the free throw line. Akins with 12 points, and Yanumbe
They were 80 percent from the line in Sherman with seven points.
the first half and 7-of-8 in the second
The Lady Aggies will play their final
half, shooting 84.6 percent on the night. two home games on Saturday, Feb. 17,
Free throws were not enough to help against Coppin State and on Monday
cut down the lead the Hawks had creatFeb. 23, against Morgan State at Corbett
ed. At the end of the first half, the Sports Center. Tip-off time is set for
scoreboard read 42-28.
5:30 p.m. for both games.
By

By

Julius

McKinley

of 17 points in the second half.
The Aggies got as close as one, but
The University of Maryland- shortly after that, Parham hit a
Eastern Shore defeated the N.C. layup and some key free throws to
A&T men's basketball team 65-58 put the Hawks back up six. Both
in overtime on Saturday afternoon teams then went on a four-minute
to break the hearts of the Aggies on scoring drought. The scoring went
Valentine's Day.
back and forth as the teams would
Tim Parham of UMES did the exchange buckets for the next coumost damage to the Aggies' (2-20, ple of possessions. A layup by Brian
2-11 MEAC) defense by pouring in Faulcon and a three-pointer by
a game-high 18 points, of which Booker tied the game at 54 to end
five came in overtime. He also the regulation.
added five rebounds and shot six of
"We felt like if we made a lot
more fouls shots we would walk
seven from the field including 6for-8 from the free throw-line.
away with the win," says Sutton.
"We felt like Trotter was going to "We got the good percentage shots,
get a certain number of points, but but we just didn't convert them."
when others step up like Parham, its
In the extra frame, Parham, Aaron
hard to pull out the win," says Wellington and Javes Wiggins went
Assistant Coach Bill Sutton of the to work as they combined for 11
Aggies. "We still held them to a low points in overtime and only four
Aggie points all which came at the
score and had a chance to win."
The Hawks (6-16, 5-8) then foul line.
The Hawks eventually pulled out
pushed the lead to 23-13 on a
Trotter lay in at the 8:32 mark. The the hard win and moved up in the
Aggies came back with aggressive MEAC basketball race. Booker led
defense which led to a Greg the Aggies
with
16 points.
Roberts three-pointer and a layup Ferguson chipped in with 10 points
by Steven Koger. Trotter came back and eight rebounds. Faulcon also
and hit a three-pointer of his own added 13 for the Aggies.
to put the Hawks up eight.
"It seemed like in overtime that
UMES led by 11 with 3:06 to play they were just a little more hungrier
in the half. Towards the end of the than we were, they got the momenhalf, the Aggies made a flurry of tum early and it was hard to overshots. They got buckets from turn," Sutton also added.
Abraham Traore, Sean Booker and
The Aggies next game is scheduled
for Saturday, Feb. 21, in the
The
Hawks
led
five
at
Koger.
by
Corbett Sports Center against
the half.
In the second half, the Aggies Coppin State at 7:30 p.m. and on
came storming back. Fueled by Monday at home again against
their defense, they held the Hawks Morgan State, also at 7:30 p.m.
to only four field goals and a total
Register Contributor

Cavaliers sweep
Aggies in three games
By Gregory

Bond

Sports Editor

The N.C. A&T baseball team wanted to start the season off on the right
foot. The Aggieswere not able to do
that as they lost to the University of
Virginia in a three-game sweep (10-7,
9-3 and 12-5) over the weekend of
Feb. 13-15 at War Memorial Stadium.
On Friday, Feb. 13, the Cavaliers
strategy was to start off strong. The
Cavaliers were successful and got an
early lead in the second inning with a
homerun by Matt Dunn and a RBI
groundout by Scott Headd to bring in
Tom Hagan to make the score 2-0.
Duron Legrande hit a homerun off
to the right field to cut the lead to
one, but the Cavaliers pulled away
from the Aggies by outscoring A&T
8-6 after the second inning to get the
Cavaliers their first win of the season.
Andrew Dobies (1-0) pitched five
innings, struck out five batters and
gave up three runs for the victory.
Toby Middleton (0-1) pitched a rough
2.2 innings with six hits, six errors
and struck out three for the loss.
On Saturday, Feb. 14, the Cavaliers
used the same strategy to beat the
Aggies 9-3 on a cold, wet afternoon.

The Cavaliers jumped off with four
runs in the first three innings. Chris
Gale (1-0) pitched a solid six innings
with five hits, five strikeouts and two
earned runs. Gale did not allow a single run during the first six innings.
Ian Gigiorgio (0-1) pitched seven
innings, gave up six hits and four
earned runs.
The Aggies came within one after
the seventh inning, but three runs in
the eighth for Virginia ended A&T's
chances of winning.
On Sunday, Feb. 15, the Cavaliers
(3-0) took advantage of six errors by
the Aggies (0-5) to win 12-5. Charlie
Gamble brought in Austin Love for
the first run for the Aggies. Headd
went 2-for-4 with three RBI's for the
victory.

Joe

Koshansky (1-0) pitched six
one hit, one earned
run and had five strikeouts. Michael
Hauff (0-1) pitched seven innings for
11 hits and had five earned runs.
The Aggies will play at home to
Campbell University on Feb. 20 at 3
p.m. and will travel to Buies Creek,
N.C, to face Campbell University in a
doubleheader at noon on Feb. 21.

innings with only

Chandre Dean

Register Contrubutor

FAMU dominates
HBCU Invitational
By Harold

Chairs

Register Contributor

On Feb. 14, The Lady Aggies of N. C.
A&T State University hosted the HBCU
Invitational Swim Meet before a packed
house in the Corbett Sports Center.
The Lady Aggies hosted rivals
Howard University and Florida A&M
University. The HBCU Invitational was
originally scheduled for Jan. 23 and 24,
but due to wall renovation in the
Corbett Sports Center, the date was
rescheduled.
The Lady Aggies had a strong showing throughout the day. Junior Asha
Clinkscales placed second in the 50 Free
Women (25.82).
"I'm happy with my performance,"
says Clinkscales. "I've improved my
time to 25.8. I'm looking forward to

The Lady Aggies honor their seniors
and Prioleau, the
program's first four-year scholarships
swimmers.
"I have fun for four years and its has
been a great experience," said Prioleau.
"They will have a strong retarning class
and also a strong recruiting class next

Jessica McClanahan

year.'

Due to the renovations in Corbett

Sports Center, this is the Lady Aggies'
first swimming meet at home this year.
The Lady Aggies have been practicing
at Grimsley High School.
"There was a big adjustment from
swimming at Grimsley and Corbett,
especially with the temperature of each
pool," said Brittani Smith. "However,

we're ready for next year"
The Lady Aggies now turn their attennext year."
tion to the Northeast Conference
Tiffany Mack placed third in the 1000 Swimming Championships this Friday
free women (14.38.5). Sujotta Pace through Sunday at the Prince George's
placed third in 200 Free (2.27.7) and in Sports and Learning Complex in
the 100 backstroke women (1.09.64). Landover, Md.
Also, Keisha Lewis placed ihird in the
200 IM Women (2.40.17), 100 Fly
Women (1.16.26) and 100 Breaststroke
Women (1.17).
The big winners of the afternoon
were the swimmers of Florida A&M.
Florida A&M's swimmers recorded 13
first-place finishes. Nyisha GreenWashington won the women's 200 IM
(2:19.19) and the women's 100 breast
(1:10.47). Dena Person won both the
women's 50 free (25.12) and the 500
free (5:53.44). Dena Pinnix won the
women's 100 free (56.44) and the 200
free (2:06.3).
This is the first time that the Lady
Aggies have hosted this event in the
Corbett Sports Center.
Sharonda Eggleton/photo editor
"It is just great to have a swim meet
at home but having an HBCU swim
Seniors Jessica McClanahan
meet is even better," said Alycia
and Alycia Prioleau are prePrioleau. "It gives us a home court sented with flowers during
advantage."
the HBCU Invitational.
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Topics from around
the sports world
By Gregory Bond
Sports Editor

A-Rod Traded to the Yankees: The Evil Empire Strikes Again, this time
sending second baseman Alfonso Soriano to the Texas Rangers for shortstop Alex Rodriguez, who will play third base. This could be one of the
most dominant lineups in history. All of the Yankees haters are groaning
even more now.

Henry's Cry: Boston Red Soxs owner John Henry was outraged that the
Yankees got A-Rod. He's now saying that baseball needs a salary cap. Come
on, now Henry, if A-Rod came to Boston you would not even be saying a
word about it.
Maddux signs with the Cubs: The Yankees almost got another superWith reports earlier this week that pitcher Greg Maddux was going to
sign with the Yankees, he signs with the Chicago Cubs. The Cubs can
breathe a sigh of relief.
star.

Sharonda Eggleton/Photo Editor

Men's basketball coach Jerry Eaves talks on the phone
while researching on his computer.
losses - in this business is part of this
business. All programs go in cycles."
After the 2003-04 season, the N.C.
Looking at the stats of the team last
A&T men's basketball team ended year, Eaves wanted to give opponents
with the worst season in school's histocompetition each and every time they
ry and without a head coach. Out went played.
ex-coach Curtis Hunter, in came new
"Get them to play basketball," said
head coach Jerry Eaves.
Eaves. 'That was toe first thing. To
Eaves is a former assistant coach for play competitive basketball. Last year,
the Cleveland Cavaliers and the you have players get 51, 39 (points).
Charlotte Hornets (now New Orleans People have their career highs because
Hornets) in the NBA. Before being an we weren't challenging people."
assistant coach in the NBA, Eaves was
"He did a lot," said senior forward
helping his alma mater at the Chris Fergerson. "He came with a
University of Louisville. He also was more positive attitude."
assisting with Howard University, helpComing off a couple of years as a
ing them win the school's only MEAC coach in the professional league, Eaves
championship and a trip to the NCAA does not have to change his style of
Tournament.
coaching because he is dealing with
Spending his entire career as an assis- college players.
tant coach, Eaves took the opportunity
"College players have agendas," said
to take the head coaching job.
Eaves. "Pro players have agendas, too.
"I wanted to be a head coach," said It's up to the coaches to make sure you
Eaves. "I never have been a head get the people to play team basketball."
coach. I've been an assistant head
Even with the struggling of the team
coach for 13 years. You worked your this year, Eaves still believes that it was
way up to wanting to be a head coach a great choice for him and his family.
"How many times in life you get a
to see the things that you think will
program where the Athletic Director
work would work."
(Charles Davis) and Chancellor (James
Eaves is coming in with an uphill battle with a 1-26 team from last year. Renick) tell you directly huild your
With little expectation for the team this own program your way,'" said Eaves.
year, Eaves was not afraid to take the "My family loves it. My kids love it
here. This is the best job in the counjob.
"Not at all," said Eaves. "Wins and try."
By Gregory

Bond

Sports Editor

University of Colorado Problems: It's been a long couple of weeks for
the Colorado football program. First allegations of having recruit parties,
then hiring female escorts for the parties. Now Katie Hnida, a former female
football player for Colorado before transferring to University of New
Mexico, says she was raped by a former teammate in Colorado. What more
can happen at Colorado?
NFL Free Agency: Who will Terrel Owens play for next season? Will he
play alongside Michael Vick for the Adanta Falcons? Will he catch touchdown passes from Donovan McNabb with the Pliladephia Eagles? Only
time will tell.

NBA Rookie Performance: The fans have been heated that LeBron
James and Carmello Anthony was not picked to play in the All-Star game.
Hey, they are young and they will have plenty of chances to make it in the
All-Star lineup in the future.

Test your history knowledge
Check

out

the Black

History Month

www.ncat.edu/~km004473/blackhistory.

contest

the Web

"The 100/100 Contest" will help broaden your knowledge about black heritage. Copies of the contest can be picked up in room 261A in Aggie Suites
building F, or e-mail gislain23@hotmail.com to request a copy.
You will have to answer 100 questions correctly to win $100. The prizes are:
1st place: $100; second place: dinner for two at the restaurant of your choice
in Greensboro; third place: two tickets to any movie of your choice in

Greensboro.
Submissions will be accepted until 10 p.m. on Feb: 25. The winners will be
announced March 1

Kasay signs
deal with Panthers
- John Kasay, the lone member of the
Carolina
Panthers
original
expansion team, on Tuesday signed a five-year contract
with the NFC champions, after which he plans to retire.
Kasay, a 13-year NFL veteran who represents himself, said the contract runs
through the 2008 season. Details of the contract were not released. Kasay, who has
been with the Panthers since the team began in 1995, was due to become an unrestricted free agent March 3.
The Panthers based the contract on a stellar overall season in which he converted 32 of 38 field goal attempts during the regular season, including four game-winners, three of them in overtime wins on the road to beat Tampa Bay, Indianapolis
and New Orleans. Kasay was also 9-for-ll on field goal attempts in the postseason.
The re-signing comes after Kasay had both a 50-yard field goal and a critical error
in the Panthers' 32-29 Super Bowl loss to the New England Patriots.
His 38 field goal attempts and 32 converted field goals stand as the second-highest totals of his career and in team history.

at

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)

Finding cash for college is child's play.
Register now and search thousands of scholarships
worth over $3 billion

www.ncatregister.com/scholarships
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H6

0 students from 28 colleges and universities were
\ a diffi icult task: determine how a country's accounting

standards and regulations may have contributed to an alleged
accounting scandal and propose changes to ensure accurate
and complete financial reporting. Their ideas were evaluated
by a panel of PricewaterhouseCoopers professionals, whc
named the top team at each campus

us in congratulating all the students who participated
the top team from North Carolina A&T State University:
Deverly Hargress
Victoria Hunt
James McClelland
Demond Pender
Akilah Thompson
Professor Ron Campbell Faculty Advisor
pwc.com/xTreme

